High School
Summer Reading List
2018

The titles selected for this recommended summer reading list were chosen specifically for those students leaving grades 9, 10, 11, and 12.

**“People Are People”**
- Adichie, Chimamanda Ngozi
  - Americanah
- Cronn-Mills, Kirstin
  - LGBTQ Athletes Claim the Field: Striving for Equality
- ed. Charleyboy, L. & M.B. Leatherdale
  - #NotYourPrincess: Voices of Native American Women
- ed. Lauer, B.F. and L. Melnick
  - Please Excuse This Poem: 100 New Poets for the Next Generation
- Perkins, Mitali
  - You Bring the Distant Near
- Reynolds, Jason
  - Miles Morales: Spider-Man
- Sanchez, Erika L.
  - I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter
- Sedgwick, Marcus
  - Saint Death
- Slater, Dashka
  - The 57 Bus
- Wimberly, Ron
  - Black History in its Own Words

**Black Eyed Susan Nominees 2018-2019**
- Hurwitz, Gregg
  - The Rains
- Kaplan, A. E
  - Grendel’s Guide to Love and War
- Marquardt, Marie
  - Dreamland Burning
- McManus, Karen
  - The Radius of Us
- Moore, Kate
  - One of Us Is Lying
- Prager, Sarah
  - The Radium Girls: The Dark Story of America’s Shining Women
- Sales, Leila
  - As You Wish
- Stone, Nic
  - Piecing Me Together
- Walton, K. M.
  - Goodbye Days

**“Follow Your Arrow”**
- Andrus, Aubre
  - Project You
- Cooper, T
  - Changers Book 1: Drew
- ed. Trunko, Emily
  - The Last Message Received
- Ness, Patrick
  - The Rest of Us Just Live Here
- Prager, Sarah
  - Queer There and Everywhere
- Sales, Leila
  - This Song Will Save Your Life
- Stone, Nic
  - Dear Martin
- Walton, K. M.
  - Behind the Song

**“Do You Believe in Magic”**
- Bardugo, Leigh
  - The Language of Thorns: Midnight Tales and Dangerous Magic
- Bardugo, Leigh
  - Wonder Woman: Warbringer
- Chokshi, Roshani
  - The Star-Touched Queen
- Garber, Stephanie
  - Caraval
- Wilson, Daniel
  - Clockwork Dynasty
- Zoboi, Ibi
  - American Street

**“Girl On Fire”**
- de la Cruz, Melissa
  - Because I Was a Girl
- ed. Jensen, Kelly
  - Here We Are: Feminism for the Real World
- Mekhennet, Souad
  - I Was Told to Come Alone
- Opdyke, Irene Gut
  - In My Hands: Memories of a Holocaust Rescuer
- Uwiringiyimana, Sandra
  - How Dare the Sun Rise

Titles included are just a sampling of the books you may enjoy reading during this summer. Many of the authors on this list have written more than one book. Check out some of these titles, too!
“History Has Its Eyes On You”
Aronson, Marc
Eyes of the World: Robert Capa, Gerda Taro, and the Invention of Modern Photjournalism
Brimner, Larry Dane
Twelve Days in May: Freedom Ride 1961
Brockenbrough, Martha
Alexander Hamilton: Revolutionary Broadway
Fetter-Vorm, Jonathan
The Best We Could Do
Iturbe, Antonio
The Librarian of Auschwitz
Janeczko, Paul
Double Cross: Deception Techniques in War
Marrin, Albert
Uprooted: The Japanese American Experience During World War II
Ross, Edward
Filmish: A Graphic Journey Through Film
Sheinkin, Steve
Undefeated: Jim Thorpe and the Carlisle Indian School Football Team

“She Blinded Me With Science”...And Technology
Anderson, M.T.
Landscape With Invisible Hand
Cham, Jorge
We Have No Idea
Gonzales, A. & Houser, S.
Girl Code: Gaming, Going Viral, and Getting it Done
Quinn, Zoë
Crash Override: How Gamergate (Nearly) Destroyed My Life, and How We Can Win the Fight Against Online Hate
Trevasaye, Emma
Coda
VanderMeer, Jeff
Borne

“We Are Family”
Baggott, Julianna
Pure
Bergner, Daniel
Far From the Tree
Benway, Robin
Sing For Your Life: A Story of Race, Music, and Family
Heiligman, Deborah
Vincent and Theo: The Van Gogh Brothers
Wang, Weike
Chemistry

Mixed Tape
Abel, Jessica
Out on the Wire: The Storytelling Secrets of the New Masters of Radio
Anthony, Lawrence
The Elephant Whisperer: My Life with the Herd in the African Wild
Campbell, Jeff
Last of the Giants
Emmett, Dan
I am a Secret Service Agent
Frydenborg, Kay
Walking to Listen
Takano, Ichigo
A Dog in the Cave: The Wolves Who Made Us Human

“Sad Songs Say So Much”
Cashore, Kristen
Jane Unlimited
Cassidy, Cody
And Then You're Dead: What Really Happens if You Get Swallowed by a Whale, Are Shot from a Cannon, or Go Barreling over Niagara
Crowley, Cath
Words in Deep Blue
Hinds, Gareth
Poe: Stories and Poems
Jackson, Tiffany D.
Allegedly
Reynolds, Jason
Long Way Down

“SAD SONGS SAY SO MUCH”
Sung by: Hector
Raul
Carlos
Mike
Kevin
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“All You Need Is Love”
McLemore, Anna-Marie
When the Moon Was Ours
Menon, Sandhya
When Dimple Met Rishi
Sundquist, Josh
We Should Hang Out
Takano, Ichigo
Sometime
Orange: The Complete Collection,1
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